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Male domination of the business world is an established fact in 
the United States. However, women are proving that business is a 
woman's as well as a man's realm .. Economics alone shows the impossi-
bility of an all male business world. As early as 1945, women con-
trolled not only 65 percent of the nation's wealth but also did the 
majority of the nation's buying. Even then the need for women in 
business was evident, especially in organizations handling women's 
1 products. 
Women have begun to be noticed in the higher business echelons as 
equal competitors; the inequality gap is being closed. In 1953, Simone 
de Beauvoir said: 
It is through gainful employment that woman has traversed 
most of the distance that separated her from the male; and 
nothing can guarantee her liberty in practice. Once she 
ceases to be a parasite, the system based on her dependence 
crumbles; between her and the universe there is no longer 
any need for a masculine mediator.2 
Conditions have never been more favorable than now for women to 
advance to executive positions. The development of shopping centers 
has increased the need for people to do "head-work" instead of 
1 Doree Smedley and Lura Robinson, Careers .!.Q. Business For Women 
(New York, 1945), pp. 17-20. 
4Simone de Beauvoir, The Second~ (New York, 1953), p. 679. 
1 
"hand-work." As early as 1957, there exil3ted one manager for every 
eight people. Businesses are eager to fill these jobs with capable 
people regardless of their sex. 3 
The retail trade is one of the top three major industrial groups 
hiring the largest proportion of womeq to men and is preceded only by 
services and financial institutions. In 1967, 43 percent of those 
employed in the retail trade were women. The number of women in the 
field is increasing rapidly. In the four-year period of 1964-68, the 
increase was 24.8 percent for women employed in general merchandise 
4 stores alone~ 
. The Problem 
Merchandising offers not onlY a great number of executive oppor-
tunities but also the possibility for rapid advancement into such 
positions. Simply stated, "there are few business fields in which 
2 
5 women have such prospects foi;- getting ahead, as in r~tail trade stores." 
The purpose of this study was to identify and describe the job status 
of Oklahoma State University Clothing, Textiles, and Merchandising 
graduates for the years 1961-70 who were employed in merchandising 
during the fall of 1970. 
With larger numbers of students entering college each year, added 
responsibilities are placed on educators in guiding these students in 
3 Frances Maule, Executive Careers For Women (New York, 1957), 
pp. 40-53. 
4u, S. Department of Labor, Women's Bureau, 1969 Handbook on Women 
Workers, Bul. No. 294 (WashingtoQ., D. C., 1970), pp. 100-163 .. -
5 Careers Ahead E'.2E, College Women, Vol. 52, No. 1 (Boston, 1959), 
p. 15. 
3 
the selection of a profession as well as in their academic preparation 
for a career. This study, which dealt with the responsibilities and 
characteristics of merchandisi,:p.g positions, should aid students, 
counsellors, and teachers in understanding opportunities, responsibili-
ties, and organization of tqe merchandising profession today. It was 
also anticipated that the intormation gained from the st;udy would 
provide background information usef~l in evaluating the job status of 
retail employees by both employees and employers. 
I,.imi ta tiq'l,ls 
Samp:Line; Universe-·The sampling universe for the study was limited 
to 1961-70 graduates £roll! the Depar~me:pt of Clothing, Textiles, and 
Merchandising in the College of Home Economics at Oklahoma State 
University and f:i,ndings should not be generalized to other populations. 
Employment--Current employment in the f:i,dd of merchandising was 
required for women in the sample, 
Job Status--Identification of this concept was confined to the 
objective factors of respons:l.biUt;ies, individu;il employment factors, 
and store information surrounding a position as reported by the indi-
vidual holding that position. 
Definition of Terms 
~ or Commission--An extra dividend paid to the employee out of 
accumulated profits in addition to the regular wages or salary. 
Buying Function~-The work involved in anticipating customer demand 
and procurement of goods to satisfy this demand in a narrow line of 
goods. 
4 
Current £!: Present--Interchangeable terms used to indicate employ-
ment, salary, or position status at the ti~e of this study. 
Hierarchy--The systematic arrangement of employees in terms of 
rank by the employer, 
Job Status--One's position in re1ation to others in an employment 
hierarchy. 
~ Title--A descriptive natJ1e for a person holding a position in 
an organhation. 
Management Level 1-~Job status of persons involved in either the 
management of a store or in the anticipat;ion and procurement of goods 
to satisfy customer demands. 
Management Level u- ... Job st;at1.1s o{ persons who perform duties in 
the buying function under the guidance of the department superiors. 
Management Level.III.,..,.Job status of persons whose primary respon-
sibilities are in direct sales. 
Merchandising--The ma.na,gement of that part of the buying-~ell;i.ng 
cycle involved in estimating customer requirements and procurement of 
goods to satisfy that requirement. 
Retailing--The work of functionaires--buyers, assistants, and 
managers~-in the process of distribution of products to consumers. 
Southwest--That portion of the United States which includes 
Oklahoma, Texas, Kansas, and Missouri. 
CJiA;L>TER II 
BAC~GROUND FOR THE STUDY 
Manpower in the qnited States in September, 1970 was composed of 
82.5 million persons 6 of whom 27.9 million were women. However, the 
number of women executives was no higher than it was ten years ago. 7 
Businesses show that twelve percent of employed men are executives 
while only one-hal;!: of one percent of employed womep are executives. 8 
A 1969 Harval;'d Business School st;udy of lOOO industrifl,1 executives, all 
of whom were men, found that 41 per~ent of these men had reservations 
. t' 9 concerning women execu ives. 
that, 
In a 1969 survey conducted by Business ~' it was discovered 
Except in industries with special needs, a wol!lan rarely rises 
beyond niiddle management--and she has to be better than her 
male competitor if she wants to go even that far .... And 
typically she ear0s less .. ,10 
6u .. S. Department; of Labor Bureau of Labor StatisUcs, Employment 
and Earnings and MonthlX Report on ~ J.abor Force, October, 1970, 
p. 10. . . . 
7u. S. Department of Labor, WOl!len's Bureau, .!2.§2. Handbook.£!!. Women 
Workers, Bul. 294 (Washiri.gton, D. C., 1970), pp. '.L00-163. 
8 U. S. Department of Census, Statistical Abstract ,2! the United 
States: 1970, 9lst ed. (Washington, D. C., 1970), pp. 225-234, 326, 734. 
911 women at the Top," Newsweek, Vol. 67 (June 27, 1966), pp. 76-78. 
· 1011 For Women, A Difficult C:Umb to the '.['op," Businei;;s ~ (August 
2, 1969), p. 42. 
6 
In 19 68, the U. S. Census Bureau reported that of the 1. 2 million 
persons l;i.s ted as "managers, officials,. and proprietors" four times as 
many men as women earned over $5000 per year. The Women's Bureau of 
the Department; of Labor reported in 1969 that "at all levels of educa-
tional attainment, the median inco~e received by women is substantially 
below the median income of men." U 
In addition to a salary discrepancy which may be as much as one-
half the amount paid to mah counte;rpa,rts12 women are faced with a more 
subtle expression of unequal treat;meTit; ..... job title. Women executives 
often perform ex:actly the same dut:l,es .!l.S their male peers, yet will be 
awarded a lower job title in the organizati9nal hierarchy. 13 
Progress is being made toward upgrading the job status qf women in 
business. Today women are more c~reer mindeq than they were even a 
generation ago. l'hey are aided by the lack of men to fill vacant posi-
tions in expanding industry and business and by the Civil Rights Bill 
14 which is designed to prevent discrimination because of sex, In some 
cases, femininity is bei:ng recognized to bl'!- of positive value. For 
example, Sister Margaret Reilly said, 
There are still some areas pf the pro£essional world where 
qualified women have a difficult time being accepted. Never-
theless, women are taking more prominent places in both the 
professional and busines~ world. This qoes not indicate that 
women are forgetting their traditiona~ role in the family, 
nor losing their femininity and trying to take on the male 
11 u. S. Department of Labor, Women's Bureau, p. 139. 
12Ibid., pp. 100-169. 
13Tyrus Hillway, Research (Boston, 1964), pp. 187-210. 
14Josepl;l J. Ramularo, "Women at the ';l'op•-the Record, the Obstacles, 
the Outlook," Management;. Review, Vol. 56, No. 8 (August, 1967L pp. 55-
58. 
image .••. Precisely the opposite is occurring ••.. Per-
haps, in the early days a wo~an ~n busine~s had to try so 
hard to compete that sh~ took on the manners of her male 
associates. Today, she no longer competes under the stigma 
of this image. Therefore, she is able to bring to the pro-
fessional world a distinctly feminine touch ••• [which i~ 
no excuse for incompetency,15 
Women in Merchandising 
7 
Through the years, the highest percentage o~ women to men employed 
in industry has been in the following Q;der: services, financial 
institut;i.ons, and retail tl."ac;ie •. Of thf! three, retai,ling offers many 
opportunities for executive achievement for women because of the large 
number of positions available in this field. Between 1940 and 1967, 
the percentage of workers who were women employed in retailing rose 
sharply from 31 perce'l;lt to 43 percent. Of the total number of women 
who were self-employed in the United States in 1968, two-thirds were 
employed in merchandising;l6 
Retailing was one of the first; fields women entered. Mary Walls 
reported on the history of retail merchandising for women as follows, 
Raising garden seeds and keep:Lng dame schools are the first 
recorded money-making occupations for American women outside 
the home, but immediately on the heels of these came 'tending 
store.' Retailing was the earliest economic territory con-
quered hr women ~nd it has remained their territory. 17 
18 Retailing is the third largest industry in the United States ; 
1511women in the Busineas World," Personnel Journal, Vol. 46, No. 6 
(June, 1967), p. 380. 
16 U, S. Department of Labor, Women's Bureau, pp. 100-163. 
17 Mary Walls, "Retail Merc™u;1dising~" in Doris E. Fleishman, An 
Outlook of Careers for Women (Garden City,. New Yar~, 1929), p. 443. 
18Alice Gore King, Career Opeortunities for Women .!..!! Business 
(New York, 1963), pp, 72-79. 
consequently, it provides a large number of positions. Women reaching 
the top are generally not looking for a job but for a life's work. 19 
Women seem to excel in the fields because they inately know the reac-
tions and interests of other women better than men. 20 The majority of 
8 
customers are women; therefore, a woman's opinion and judgment is 
21 respected. Alice King wrote that retailing is a "made-to-order field 
. 22 
for women." 
A. retailing trainee gei:ierally begins with a ;;elling job and moves 
up t):le hierarchy to a buying position iP direct proportion to abil:l,.ty. 
Buyipg is a highly paid position witq buyers usually receiving a salary 
23 plus bonus. These salaries continue to show increases. The Women's 
Bureau of the v. S. Departmeqt of Labor reported that yearly earnings 
for women in retaiiing in 1964 was second only to women in chemistry, 
mf!.thematics, and statistics with the difference being less than $700 
per year. 24 The U. S. Department of Census reported a 6.6 percent rise 
in the 1968-69 salary over the 1967-68 figure. 25 In 1969, the average 
beginning salary for women who had completed the Bachelor of Science 
degree in retailing was $601 per month and reflected an increase of 
30 percent over the 1968 figure. The Department of Labor further 
19 Walls, pp. 443-445. 
20 Smedley and Robinson, pp. 17-20. 
21Aimee Buchanan, The Lady Means Bui:iinei;s (New York, 1942), pp. 
37-39. 
22K' 79 ing, p. . 
23 Careers Ahead §!. College Women, pp. 14-20. 
24u. S, Department of Labor, Women's Bureau, pp. 100-163. 
25u. S. Department of Census, pp. 225-234~ 326, 734. 
stated that the number of buyers and department heads is expanding for 
26 both sexes. 
Even though there are a large number of executive positions for 
women in retailing, there are more women executives where middle and 
9 
top management meet than in top positions. In 1969, William Burston of 
the National Retail Merchants Association defined the number of women 
in top executive ranks as ":infinitesimal." He stated further that even 
though women in retailing were f:airly tre.;i.ted in terms of income when 
compared to other industries, 27 experts found that in 1968 only 1.8 
percent of the women as compared ta 19.7 percent of the men in retail-
ing earned more than $10,000 per year. 28 Even in middle management, 
where the top position is merchandise manager, women compose only 20 
percent of the middle managers. This should not be true according to 
Mr. Burston, "women should own this business 
sense aboµt it t;:han men." 29 
Job Status 
. . They have f~r more 
Studies of the position of men and women in a given occupation 
often begin with a description of job status or the perceived relation-
ship of a person to others in his occupation. ;t:..asswell hai; stated that 
job status is "a coniparative phenomenon. For the status of any given 
26 U. S. Department of Labor, Women's Bureau, pp. 100-163. 
2711 For Women, A Difficult Climb to the Top," Business Week (August 
2, 1969), pp. 42-46. ---....... 
28 
U, S. Department of Census, pp. 225-234, 326, 734. 
2911 For Women, A Difficult CU.mb to t;:he Top," p. 46. 
lO 
person to have meaning, it must e:x.press a comparison with others. 1130 
ln business, each organization has a status structure which is the 
"total structure of an organization including a hierarchical pattern of 
rights and duties."Jl As one progresses, his status in a company is 
cha~ged. Svalastoga descl;'ibes one's job status as, "the degree to 
which a person possesses characteristics more or less universally 
32 desired by the group but not universally available to group members." 
Status S)7'Plbols are used to communicate this change in status to 
others in the organization. These symbols may include salary, author-
ity, job title~ or anything that communicates the rank of a person to 
33 his fellow employees. 
In society, status ca,n either be ascribed (assigned with respect 
to innate differences or abilities) or achieved (open to individual 
achievement). 34 In business, the latter generally prevails. 
· Different types of work are not given equal status rights in a 
35 status structure. "Status judgments are made by comparing individu-
als against certain standards or criteria." 36 
Sociologist Bernard Barber has written that the two dimensions 
30Thomas E. Lasswell, Class and Stratum (Dallas, 1965), p. 42. 
3~icheal C Mound, "The Concept of Status as Practised in Business 
Organizations," ·Mfill Business Topics, Vol. 16, No. 4 (Autumn, 1968), 
p. 8. 
32 Kaare Svalastoga, Prestige, Class, ~ MobilitX (London, 1959), 
p. 11. 
33Ibid., pp. 11 ... 18. 
34aalph Linton, ~Study .2£. ~ (New York, 1936), pp. 115-131. 
35 Mound, pp. 7-20. 
36Hillway, p. 9. 
11 
usually used in making these judgments are knowledge and responsibility. 
The greater the amount of knowledge or responsibility or the 
two in combination required for performance in a given role, 
the higher the stratific~tion position of the incumbent of 
that position. 37 
A higher evaluation of a position is accompanied by reward, 
usually in the form of income, Built into a system, rewards constitute 
the rights of a position and its accomplishments and prerequisites. 
Functionally, positions are scarce; therefore, power and prestige are 
attached to the positions as well as high rewards. 38 
To determine one's position in a hierarchy, education is generally 
used together with income to establish that position. 39 "Educational 
achievement is the main source of occupational achievement is a bureauc-
ratized society. 1140 
It is through education that one gains knowledge, skills, and 
ideas necessary for performing a given role. 41 According to Turner, 
To most ,Americans, education means a great deal more than 
just socialization. lt means access to specialized knowledge 
and techniques which enable the educated person to achieve 
his goals in life more easily and more enjoyably than the 
uneducated person can. Education does not so much provide 
37 Bernard Barber, Social Stratification (New York, 1957), p. 25. 
38Kingley Davis and Wilbert E. Moore, "Some Principles of Strati-
fication," in Reinhard Bendex and Seymour Martin Lipset, Class, Status, 
and~' 2nd ed. (New York, 1966), pp. 46-72. 
39Albert J. Reiss, Jr., Occupations and Social Status (New York, 
1961), pp. 22-38. 
40rrving S. Foladare, "A Clarification of 'Ascribed Status' and 
'Achieved Status,'" Sociological Qyarterly, Vol. 10 (Winter, 1969), 
pp. 53-61, 
41 Barber, pp. 3-27. 
what is good in itself as it provides skills necessary to 
compete for the real prizes in life.42 
Education is one o~ the Jl!Ost important determinants of how a 
person will live and what chance he will have in achieving his goals. 
Through education, he can distinguish himself through specialized 
skills. 43 
12 
Gillespie's investigation in 1959 described the educational quali-
fications that executives in ten organizations felt would best prepare 
young people to become future execl!.tives in retailing. Good work 
habits, general enthusiasm and interest, and confidence ranked high as 
desirable personal qualities. In terms of h\lUlan relations, leadership 
ability was most important, General intelligence and mental alertness 
ranked at the top for desirable intellectual and educational attributes. 
Retailing aptitude, being retail career•minded, and work experience 
ranked highest when considering experience and interests necessary for 
future executives. 44 
Descriptive Studies 
Descriptive studies are used to obtain facts about a certain situ-
ation. Good has stated~ 
Descriptive surveys may include present facts or current 
conditions concerning the nature of a group of persons, a 
number of objects, or a class of events, and J11ay involve 
42Ralph H. Turner,. "Modes of Social Asaent Through Education," in 
Reinhard Bendex and Seymour Martin Lipset, Class, Status, and Power, 
2nd ed. (New York, 1966), p. 456. - · -. -
43Ibid., p. 403. 
44Karen a. Gillespie, "Edµcation for Potentiii':Re.tail:i.ng Executives. II 
(unpublished Ed.D. dissertation, Columbia 1,Tniversity Teachers College, 
1959), pp. 62-85. 
induction, analysis, classification, enumeration, or measure-
ment. 45 
The form used in descriptive studies may be either a survey or 
13 
status study. Usually a large number of traits or characteristics are 
46 
covered. When possible, valid generalizations are concluded from 
discovered facts. 
47 Reliability increases with the size of the sample. However, 
Selltiz indicated that accurate and reliable results concerning atti-
48 tudes and behavior can be made without studying each group member. 
Results obtained from status studies are classified according to 
similarities or dissimilarities to provide economy of thought. This 
yields useful classes, a logical order and system, apd standard observa-
. I 1 1 h h d' · · t' 49 tiops. t a so creates c asses t roug 1scr1m1na ion. 
45 Carter V. Good, Introduction!.£ Educational Research (New York, 
1963), p. 244. 
46rbid., pp. 244-270. 
47Hillway, pp. 187-210. 
48claire Selltiz, et a1., Research Methods in Social Relations 
(New York, 1962), pp. 60-76. 
49Good, pp. 244~270. 
CHAJ'TER III 
MEl'l:IODS AND PROCEDURES 
Design of the Studr 
This study attempted to identify and describe the job status of 
the 1961-70 Clothing, Textiles, and Merchandising graduates of Oklahoma 
State University who were currently employed in merchandising. To 
accomplish the objective of the study, job status data concerning these 
graduates we+e collected and analyzed. 
The sampling uni.verse included all Bachelor of Science Clothing, 
Textiles, and Merchandising graduates f-;r;om the College of Home Economics 
at Oklahoma State Unive~sity for the years 1961-70. The names of these 
graduates were obtained from the Clothing, T~~tiles, and Merchandising 
department files. In order to determine which individuals were em-
ployed in mer<;.handising, the listing of their addresses and places of 
employment was made as ~urrent as possible by utilizing other sources 
of alumni information. These sources included the Home Economics 
Alumni Office,. Oklahoma State University Alumni Office, and personal 
:J.nformation obtained from individual.Iii. (See Appendix A.) 
Each of the 230 women identified in this manner was mailed a 
double postcard on which she was to indicate her present employment 
status and correct mailing address. (See Appendix A,.) In an effort 
to increase response, a newsletter published by the Clothing, Textiles, 
and Merchandising Promotions class was offered to each respondent who 
, Li_ 
15 
returned the completed card, The newslett;er contained information 
about fashion, awards and recognition of past graduates, a calendar of 
even.ts for the department, and news of recent graduates. 
A total of 126 .useable postcards were returned. Ten other post-
cards were retul;"ned becaµse of inability t;o locate correct addresses. 
Of those women responding, 41 indicated that they were currently 
employed in merchandising and related fields; the final sample con-
sisted of these 41 women. 
The Quei;;tionnaire 
The questionnaire was designed to provide an objective means for 
identifying jpb status. The questions were formulated to determine 
what position each woman held in her p~rticular store's job title 
hierarchy as well as factors relating to that position. Separate sec-
tions were devoted to the duties invo~ved in merchandising positions, 
information about employing stores, and factors influencing job success. 
The quesUonnaire was pretl'\Sted by administering it to several women in 
merchandising and appropriate corrections and modifications were made. 
The final tw0-page questionnaire with accompanying cover letter 
and postage paid return envelope was mailed to each woman in the 
sample. (See Appendi~ B.) Questions were worded so respondents could 
check their answers whenever possible. This reduced the time required 
by respondents for answering the questions. lt also aided in the 
analysis of the data. Two weeks were allowed for completion and return 
of the questionnaire after which a follow-up postcard was mailed. The 
final deadline for return of the complet;ed questionnaire was one week 
from the date the follow-up postcard was mailed. 
16 
Data from all returned questionnaires were us~d. The respondents 
were classified as either Management Level I, Il, or III according to 
th~ir present position as det~r~ined by their employing store's job 
title hierarchy. Responses tq the remaining questions were reported on 
the basis of the total number of women partiGipating in the survey. 
Analysis of Data 
The responses from the 31 retu~ned questi~nnaires were compiled 
and analyzed. Due to the small size of the sample, simple numerical 
computations an~ statistics based on percentages were used to interpret 
the data. 
GHAPTER IV 
F!NDI~GS ANJ;> ANALYSIS 
The findings of a 1970 job status study a~e described and analyzed 
in this chapter. Data report~d were based on responses o~ Clothing, 
Textiles, and Merchandising graduates from the College of Home Economics 
at Oklahoma si:ate University for the years 1961-70. 
The Popul.EJ.tion 
The population cons~dered was 230 Clothing, Textiles, and Merchan-
dizing graduates for the years 1961-70, A prelimipary postcard was 
mailed to each of these graduates to determine their current employment 
status. Responses were received from 126 of the 1961~70 graduates of 
whom 41 were currently employed in merchandising ~nd related fields, 
(See Table I.) 
. Employment Sta t;us 
The information obtained by means of the postcard wa$ used to 
ideptify the employment status of these graduates. A total of 75 (59,5%) 
of the respondents were employed. Of these, 41 (33.3%) were employed 
in merchandising and related fields, and 34 (26.2%) were in fields 
other than merchandising, Fifty-one (40.5%) were not employed at the 
time of the study. 
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. TABLE I 
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT STATUS OF 126 CJ.,OIHING, TEXTILES, AND 
MERCHANDISING GRADUATES BY YEAR OF GRADUATION 
Current Employment Status 
Merchandising and Fi~lds Other Than 
Year of Related Fields Merchandising Not Employed 
Gr a.dua ti on (N=41) (N=34) (N=51) 
1961 0 1 8 
1962 0 1 11 
1963 2 li- 6 
1964 2 _5 3 
1~65 3 1 2 
1966 3 6 3 
1967 4 1 6 
1968 2 3 2 
1969 10 9 8 
1970 15 3 2 

















When considered individually, a wide array of occupational posi-
tions wa1:1 rep~rteg. fable II list;s all job titles reported. When the 
total number of respondents who are cut"rent1y employed was considered, 
it was ;found that mercl;landising qOd related fields currently employ 55% 
of the graduates. 
Place of Residence 
The current place of residence of respondents showed that twice as 
ma:qy graduates live auts:i,de Oklahoma as live in the state. Only 33.3% 
currently live in Oklahoma, (See Table ~Il.) Of those women living in 
other states, 25% Uve in Te~as. Of those women employed in merchan-
dising, 78% live in ~tates other than Oklahoma with 70% living in the 
Midwest. 
Mat;"i tal Status 
Ninety-eight percent of all women not employed were married. 
Seventy-seven percent of the waJllen employed in fields other than mer-
chandising were married, while only 43% of those emp+oyed in merchan-
dising were married. (See Tab ~e IV.) Three times as many married 
women as single women responded. 
TABLE II 
JOB TITLES ~POWl'ED BY 75 EMPLOYED CLOTHING, TEXTILES, 
AND MERCHANDISING GRADUATES FOR WE YEARS 1961-70 
BY CUWNT EMPLOYMENT STATUS 
Merchandising and Relci.ted Fields 
(N=41) 
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CURRENT PLACE OF RESIDENCE AND EMPLOYMENT 
STATUS OF 126 CLOTHING, l'EXTILES, AND 
MERCHANDISING GRADUATES 
Place of Residence 
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Oklahoma Qut~of~State 
Current Employment (N=42) (N=84) 
Status Number Percent Number Percent 
Merchandising and 
Related Fields 9 21.9 
Fields Other Than 
Merchandisin& 15 44.l 
Not Employed 18 35. 3 
TABLE IV 
MARITAL STATUS OF 126 CLOTHING, TEXTILES, 
AND MF,:RCHANDISING GRADUATES BY 






33 65 .4 
Single 
(N=31) Current Employment 
Sta tu$ Number Percent Number Percent 
Merchandising and 
Related Fields 






43.9 23 56.1 
79 .4 7 20.6 
98.1 1 1.9 
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Other Information From Preliminary Postcard 
Of the women currently employed in fields other than merchandising, 
12% reported they had previously been employed in merchandising but had 
chan~ed jobs for unspecified reasons. Eleven percent of the unemployed 
women and women employed in other fields stated that they, had previous-
ly been employed in some other capacity. Another eight percent who 
were formerly employed indicated they were now homemakers with one or 
two children. Two had received an advanced degree, and six were 
presently working toward an advanced degree. 
The Sample 
The final sample considered consisted of 41 Clothing, Textiles, 
and Merchandising graduates f;rom 1961-70 who indicated on the prelimi-
nary postcard current employment in the field of merchandising or a 
related field. The questionnaire which was designed to obtain informa-
tion identifying and describing their job status--responsibilities, 
individual job factors, and store information--was mailed to each of 
th,ese women. 
Thirty-one women returned a completed questionnaire for a 76% 
response. All of the women employed in related fields responded, 
although the questionnaire dealt with women in merchandising. The main 
body of data reported in this study concerns the responses of the 25 
women currently employed in merclu:!.ndising. 
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Job Status Datq. 
Job Title Hierarchy 
The management level each woman had attained in her employing 
store was the factor used to classify respondents. The factor chosen 
to indicate management level was the position on the employing store's 
hierarchy of job titles. Each respondent was asked to designate the 
job title for her employing store and her position. From this informa-
tion, her management level was determined. 
Inconsistencies were found in job titles used by the stores; each 
store used a different job title hierarchy, although some of the same 
job titles were used by more than one store. Therefore, each woman had 
to be considered individually. Table XIV in Appendi~ C gives the job 
title hierarchy for employing stores and indicates breaks in management 
levels. 
For purposes of this study, three management levels were identified 
for the job title hierarchies reported. Management Level I consisted 
of those women who had reached the position of buyer or above. Manage-
µient Level II was made up of those women who were in positions subordi-
nate to ~anagement Level I but above a direct sales position, which 
constituted Management Level III. 
Analysis of Management Level I 
Job Title 
Thirty-two percent (10) of the respondents were employed in this 
level. All were Fashion Merchandising graduates, While the majority 
of the women at th~s level had the title of buyer, other titles 




When asked to indicate the degree of responsibility they felt for 
each of the eight categories of duties involved in the buying function, 
those in Management Level I indicated their main responsibility was in 
the sµpervising of sales; 90% expressed total responsibility for this 
category of responsibility. Merchandising the department and maintain-
ing stock were the second most frequently mentioned categories requir-
ing full responsibility. Table V gives the categories and degree to 
which each respondent felt responsible for the duties in the various 
categories. 
The extent of Management Level I women's job responsibilities are 
such that persons holding jobs in this group were largely in supervi-
sory positions. The majority of women in this level spent 20% or more 
of their time supervising from one to ten subordinates as indicated in 
Tables XV and XVI in Appendix C. Women in Management Level I, in 
general, reported that they felt total or partial responsibility for 
all categories of duties involved in their department, 
When asked to rank the duties in order of importance or time spent, 
Management Level I respondents listed from four to six duties. To 
determine if they felt that the same duties were most important, each 
was reclassified into one of eight categories. The respondents indi-
cated no trend in the ordering of duties with respect to importance. 
However, when totaling the number of times duties fell into certain 
categories, those mentioned most frequently were supervising sales and 
miscellaneous duties. (See Table VI.) 
TABLE V 
E;XTENT OF RESPONSIBILITY :SY CATEGORIES OF DUTIES 
REPORTED BY 10 M,ANAGEMENT LEVEL I RESPONDENTS 
E~tent of ResEonsibilit~ 
Categories of Duties Fully . Sqmewhat Seldom 
Supervising Sales 9 1 0 
Merohanc;lising 
Department 8 2 0 
Maintaining Records 8 0 1 
Maintaining Stock 7 1 2 
Miscellaneous 7 0 2 
Planning and Evaluating 5 5 0 
Procuring Merchandise 4 6 0 












CAl'EGORIES OF DUTIES BY ORDER OF IMPORTANCE 
OR TIME SPENT REPORTED BY 10 MANAGE~NT 
LEVEL + RESPONDENTS 
Categories Order of Imaortance or Time SEent 
of Duties First Second Third Fourth Fifth Sixth 
Supervising 
Sales 2 1 2 1 2 3 
Miscellaneous 3 1 2 2 0 2 
Procuring 
Merchandise 1 1 0 3 2 1 
Planning and 
Evaluating 2 3 0 0 0 
Merchandising 
Department 2 0 3 1 1 0 
Maintaining 
Records 0 3 1 0 1 1 
Promoting Sales 0 0 2 2 0 1 
Maintaining Stock 0 1 0 1 0 0 
* Note: More than one of the six duties may fall into the 













An ~dditional analysis was made to determine the extent of respon-
sibility these women felt toward their primary job responsibilities. 
In all cases, Management Level :i; respondents indicated full or partial 
responsibility for the duties they rated as first through third in 
importance. The majority felt full responsibility toward each of the 
duties they indicated as important to their job. (See Table VII.) 
TABLE VU 
EX'fENT OF RESPONSIBILITY FOR DU'l'IES BY ORDER 
OF IMJ;'ORTANCE OR TIME SPENT REPORTED BY 
10 MANAGEMENT LEVEL l RESPONDENTS 
Order of Duties by Il;llpo;rtance E;x:tent of Responsibility or Time Spent 
or Time Spent Fully Somewhat Seldom 
first 10 0 0 
Second 9 1 0 
Third 9 1 0 
Fourth 8 2 0 
Fifth 5 3 1 
Sixth 5 2 0 
Salaries and S)7E!tems of Payment 
Fifty percent of Management tevel l employees were paid on a 
straight salary plan. (See '.!;able XVII~ Appendix C,) In 40% of ihe 
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cases where a bonus or commission plan was used, the bonus was most 
frequently based on increased s.;tles and increased gross margin. (See 
Table XVIII, Appendix C.) The percentage of total yearly earnings 
earned by bonus ranged from 5% to 3.5%. (See Table XIX, Appendix C.) 
The remainder were paid by the hour. 
The entry level merchqndising salary received by Management Level 
I ranged from $2600 in 1965 to $8000 in 1967, The majority of all 
Management Level I 1993-70 graduates had beginning salaries ranging 
from $4000 to $6000 per year with an average salary of $4852 per year. 
(See Tab1e XX, Appendix C.) 
The current salary for 1963-70 gr~duates in Management Level I 
positions inclusive of bonus or commission ranged from $4160 to $13,500 
per year with the average salary being $8322. More than one-half of 
those employed in Management Level I positions are now earning over 
$8000 per year. 
Length of Employment 
I 
Most women in Management Level I positions have been employed 
three or more years. (See Table XX!, Appendix C.) A separate analysis, 
shown by Table XXIJ:, Appendix C, points out that in all cases, the women 
began their emplo~ent the year in which they graduated from college. 
Prom<;>tion 
In merchandising, one can be promoted in several ways: being 
moved to a different department; being given a higher title on the 
store's job title hierarchy; or receiving a salary increase. Many 
Management Level I respondents received a promotion which advanced 
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them one step on the employing store's job title hierarchy. However, 
30% reported that their promotions advanc~d them more than one step at 
a time. The average length of time that Management Level I women had 
remained in their most recent past position before receiving a promo-
tion was 12.2 months. 
No one ~n this group reported an increase in the size of their 
department when promoted. In fact, 20% indicated that, in terms of 
dollar volume, the size of their department decreased with their last 
promotion. 
Size of Department 
Management Level I respondents had been employed in their current 
department position an average of 14.6 months at the time of this 
study. Sixty percent of Management Level I respondents were in a 
department with an annual volume of $100,000 or more per year with two-
thirds of this group in a department with an annual volume per year of 
more than $500,000 per year. (See l'able XXIU, Appendix G,) 
Store Type and Size 
Respondents in Management Level I were employed in department 
stores in 60% of the cases with the remaining women employed in spe-
cialty stores. None were employed in discount or other types of 
stores. (See Table XX.IV, Appendix C.) 
Of the stores employing Management Level I respondents, 70% had an 
annual dollar volume per year of $1,000,000 or more, (See Table XX.V, 
Appendix C.) Ninety percent of these stores were located in the 




The majority of stores that recruit regularly on the Oklahoma 
State University campus have executive training programs. Of Manage-
ment Level I women, 70% were employed in stores with such programs and 
60% of this group had participated in the training program. (See Table 
XXVI, Appendix C.) It is of interest to note that for the years 
1961-70, the average beginning merchandising salary after graduation 
for Management Level I women in stores without a training program was 
$3914 per year, while the average beginning salary for Management 
~evel I women in stores with a training program was $5320 per year. 
Likewise, the current average salary reported for Management Level I 
women, inclusive of bonus or commission, wµo participated in a training 
program was $9100 per year as compared to $6765 per year for Management 
Level I women in stores without the program--a sizeable difference of 
more than $2300 per year. 
When asked about the benefit of exec~tive training programs, 
Management Level I women felt the main benefit was that they learned 
store procedures such a~ ticket writing, cash register procedures, and 
store policy on such things as returns and shoplifting. They also 
benefited from becoming acquainted with the people employed in the 
store and responsibilities involved with each job. The buyers and 
merchandise managers who worked with these trainees were also given 
credit for their helpfulness and training. However, many felt that 
they learned more from actual experience than they did from the 
training program. 
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Factors Leading to Success 
I 
The factors Management Level I respondents gave for their success 
were quite varied. Under the general category of personal factors, 
aggressiveness and enjoying being around people were mentioned by 70% 
of these women. Perseverance in their work habits was listed by 60%. 
personal ability and interest of many types was deemed important. 
Some of the abilities expressed were: creativity, artistry, organiza-
tion, ease of communication, sewing, business sense, salable taste, 
leadership quality, analytical thinking, and willingness to learn and 
grow. 
Respondents mentioned fashion merc~andising courses unanimously as 
important with respect to acad~mic factors. Business courses, on-the-
job training, and other college courses were also given consid~raole 
mention. 
In addition to personal and academic factors, experience in the 
field was designated as important. Some expressed the importance of 
starting at the bottom and working up. Others added that college work 
experience had been helpful. 
Analysis of Management Level II 
Job Title 
All members of Management Level II were Fashion Merchandising 
graduates. Composing 35 percent (11) of the total sample, the majority 
of this group held the job title of assistant buyer. Other job titles 
included: executive department group manager, assistant department 
manager, department manager, senior assistant buyer, management 
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trainee, and branch department group manager, (See Table XIV, Appendix 
c.) 
Reseonsibilities 
When asked to indicate the extent of responsibility they felt for 
each of the eight categories of duties in the buying function, Manage-
ment Level II women unanimously stated that they were fully responsible 
for merchandising their department. Full responsibility was also 
expressed in 91% of the ca,ses for supervising of sales and maintaining 
stock. The Jllajority felt full responsibility for I!laintaining records 
and miscellaneous duties and partial responsibility for planning and 
evaluating, and promoting sales. Almost as many members of this group 
felt they were never responsible for procuring merchandise as felt they 
had some or complete responsibility for this category o:f; duties. (See 
Tab le VIII.) 
There was no trend in the ordering of duties in terms of impor-
tance or time spent expressed by Management Level II respondents. 
However, when the duties were placed into one of eight categories and 
the frequency of times a certain category was mentioned was totalled, 
the categories of maintaining records and miscellaneous duties were 
listed most often. (See Tap le IX.) 
When analyzing the extent of responsibility Management Level II 
respondents felt for each of the six duties they had ranked in order 
of importance or time spent for their particular job, the majority 
felt full responsibility for the duties they indicated as first through 
third and sixth in importance. The majority of respondents in this 
level felt full or partial responsibility for all six duties listed. 
(See Table X.) 
TABLE VIII 
EXTENT OF RESPONSIBILITY BY CAl'EGORIES OF DUTIES 
REPOR'I;'ED BY 11 MANAGEMENT LEVEL II RESPONDENTS 
Extent of ResEonsibilitx 
Categories of Duties Fully Somewhat Seldom 
Merchandising 
Department 11 0 0 
Supervising Sales 10 1 0 
Maintaining Stock 10 1 0 
Maintaining Records 8 2 1 
Miscellaneous 6 5 0 
Planning and Evaluating 3 5 2 
Promoting Sales 2 4 1 












CATEGORIES OF DUTIES IN ORDER OF I;MPORTANCE 
OR TIME SPEND REPORTED BY 11 :MANAGEMENl' 
LEVEL II RESPONDENTS 
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Categories Order of Importance or Time Snent 
of Duties First Second Third Fourth Fifth 
Maintaining 
Records 3 4 4 0 1 
Miscellaneous 3 1 4 2 1 
Supervising 
Sales 2 1 1 3 0 
Procurement 
Merchandise 2 1 0 1 3 
.Maintaining Stock 0 1 1 1 2 
Promoting 
Sales 0 0 1 2 2 
Planning and 
Evaluating 1 1 0 1 1 
Merchandising 
Department 0 2 0 1 0 
TABLE X 
EXTENT OF RESPONSIBILITI' FOR. DUTIES BY ORDER 
OF IMPORTANCE OR TIME SPENT REPORTED BY 
11 MANAGEMENT LEVEL lI RESPONDENTS 
Order of Duties by ~mportance Extent of Responsibility 
or Time Spent Fully Somewhat 
.First 7 3 
Second 8 2 
Third 8 3 
Fourth 5 6 
Fifth 3 7 



















Management Level II women also were in supervisory positions. 
··Eighty percent of these women supervise six or more people with 45% 
of them supervising 11 or more subordinatei;;. (See Table XVI, Appendix 
G.) Some of Management Level II women are also responsible for train .. 
ing subordinates with the majority of them spending 1 .. 20% of their time 
in this capacity. (See Table XV, Appendix C.) 
Salaries and Systems of Payment 
Eighty .. two percent of Management Level II women were paid on a 
straight salary plan. (See Table XVII, Appendix C,) In the 18% of the 
cases where a commission or bonus was received, the bonus or commission 
was based on either increased sales and increased gross margin or per .. 
formance. (See Table XVIII, Appendix C.) The percentage qf total 
yearly earnings for those receiving a bonus did not ~xceed 20%. 
The entry level salary received by Management Level II respondents 
ranged from $3661 to $7808 with an average of $6096. The current 
salary for Management Level II women ranges from $3661 to $10,500 
inclusive of bonus or commission with the average current salary for 
this group being $7651. More than 70% of Management Level II women 
earn over $6000 per year. (See Table XX, Appendix C.) 
Length of Emrloyment 
Ninety-one percent of Management Level II respondents had been 
employed three years or less. (See Table XXI, Appendix C .. ) None had 
graduated before 1967. All had been employed since the year they had 
graduated. (See Table XXII, Appendix C.) 
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Promotion 
The average length Qf time Management Level II women had held 
their most recent past position was 6.7 months. When promoted all had 
moved oply one step on their store's job title hierarchy. The depart-
ment size in which they had worked before their last promotion and the 
one to which they had been promoted had remained the same in terms of 
dollar volume per year in the majority of the cases. 
Size of DeparQ:nent 
. I 
Management J;.evel II women had been employed in their current 
department for an average of 7.6 months. S~:icty .. foµr percent of these 
women reported an annual volume per year of over $500,000 for the 
department in which they worked. (See Table XXIII, Appendix C.) 
Store Size and Tyee 
There were no Management Level II wQJDen employed in discount 
stores. The majority were employed in department stores wi,th the 
remainder being employed in specialty stores. (See Table XXIV, 
Appendix C.) 
The annual dollar vol~e per year for employing stores for 
Management Level II women was over $1,000,000 in 91% of the cases. 
(See Table XXV, Appendix C.) Seventy-three percent of the employing 
stores were located in the Midwest for Management Level II women and 
45% were in Texas. 
Training Program 
Ninety-one percent of the stores employiqg Management Level II 
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women had a training program. Each respondent for this level, who was 
employed in a store with sµch a training program, participated in the 
program. (See Table XXVI, Appendix C.) 
Women having been trained in this program show distin~tly larger 
total yearly earnings. The average beginning salary for Management 
Level II women in stores with a training program was $6525 per year as 
compared to $3661 per year for the one respondent who began her career 
in a store without such a program. The average current salary for 
Management Level II women in stores with a training program was $7741 
per year as compared to $3661 per year fot the respondents in the 
store without the program--a difference of over $4000 per year. 
Factors Leading to Success 
Management Level II respondents felt that flexibility and perse-
verance were key determinants in their success in terms of personal 
factors, They indicated a professional attitude was important as well 
as enthusiasm, determination, initiative, and friendliness. Ability to 
work with people under pressure and for long hours was also mentioned 
as important for success in retailing, 
Academically, 82% of Management Level II women indicated the 
knowledge gained from their fashion merchandising courses was most 
helpful in their success with retailing mathematics being singled out 
frequently. Additional factors mentioned were work experience, a 
teaching degree, and high grades in undergraduate studies as well as 
the ability to use what was learned during the college years. 
Store contacts and fellow employees were important miscellaneous 
factors that Management ievel II respondents listed as contributing to 
their success. Specifically, buyers and merchandise managers were 
mentioned as well as the store's training program. 
Analysis of Mapagement Level III 
Job Title 
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This third level is pre-management as it is the first step in the 
job title hierarchies reported in this study as seen by Table XIV, 
Appendix C. The job title is sales clerk in all cases. The number of 
women in this group is small in comparison to the other management 
levels with only 13% of the tqtal number of women in the sample in 
;Management Level III. 411 members of Management Level III were 
Fashion Merchandising graduates. 
Responsipilities 
The areas in which Management Level III felt full responsibility 
were in maintaining stock and miscellaneous duties as shown. by Table 
XI. The majority of these women felt partial responsibility for 
maintaining records and merchandising the department. These women 
felt the least responsibility for planning and evaluating followed by 
procurement of merchandise. 
In ranking duties in order of importance or time spent, 75% of 
Management Level III respondents listed miscellaneous duties as first 
in importance and maintaining stock as second. On the whole, duties 
involved in maintaining stock were mentioned most frequently as the 
total six most important duties of Management Level III. (See Table 
XII,) 
TABLE XI 
EX'J:ENT OFR.ESPONSIBILITY BY CAU:GORIES OF PUTIES 
REPORTED BY 4 MANAGEMENT LEVEL III RESPONDENTS 
Extent of ResEonsibilitx 
Categories of Duties Fully Somewhat Seldom 
Maintaining Stock 3 1 
Miscellaneous 3 1 
Merchandi~:ling 
Department 2 1 
Maintaining Recor4s 1 3 
Supervising Sales 1 1 
Promoting Sales 0 2 
Planning and 
Ejvaluating 0 1 
Procuring Merchandise 0 0 
TABLE XII 
CATEGORIES OF DUTIES BY ORDER OF IMPORTANCE 
OR TIME SPEN'l' REPORTED BY 4 MANAGEMENT 









Categories Order ·~f IniEort:;ance or Time SEent 
of Duties First Second Third Fourth Fifth Sixth 
Maintaining 
Stock 1 3 2 1 1 0 
Miscellaneous 3 0 0 0 2 1 
Maintaining 
Records 0 1 1 1 0 0 
Procuring 

















All Mana~ement Level III women felt full responsibility for the 
six duties they listed as first in importance and partial responsibil-
ity for the ones they listed as second and third in importance as seen 
in Table XIII. As this job is the beginning position on the store's 
job title hierarchies, training of subordinates and supervision are not 
part of the duties involved in the job. (See Tables XV and XVI, 
Appendix C.) 
TABLE X:UI 
EX';l'ENT OF RESPONSIBILITY FOR DUTIES BY ORDER 
OF IMPORTANCE OR TIME; SPENT REPORTED BY 
4 MANAGEMENT LEVEL III RESPONDENTS 
Extent of Resl'onsibili ty Order of Duties by Importance 


























The method of salary payment which was least common among Manage-
ment Level III respondents was straight salary. Most were paid by the 
hour. (See Table XVII, Appendix C.) When a commission or bonus was 
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received by these women, it did not exceed 10% and was based on either 
sales or department 'gross mat;'gin. (See Tables XVIII and XIX, Appendix 
c.) 
Ma,nagement Level III women had no members receiving over $5600 per 
year. (See Table~' Appendi~ C.) No promotion had been received by 
any of these women, but one had received a salary increase and indicated 
she was to soon begin in the store'a training program. The actual 
salary range for ~nagement Level III women was from $2860 to $5565 per 
year with an average o:I; $3753 per year including bonus or commission. 
Most :Management Level III women earned less than $4000 per year. 
The four Management Level III respondents had been employed less 
than one year since all had graduated in 1970. (See Tables XX.I and 
XXII, Appendix C.) Most of these women were employed in departments 
with an annual volume of over $50,000 pe:r year. (See Table XX.III, 
Appendix C.) 
Store Factors 
The employing stores for Management Level III women were distrib-
uted among specialty, discount, and department store. (See Table XX.IV, 
Appendix C.) Half of these women were employed in Oklahoma and half 
were employed in Texas. All of the employing stores for this level had 
an annual vol~me per year of over $1,000,000. (See Table XXV, Appendix 
C.) Two Management Level III women were employed in stores with a 
training program and indicated they were to be trained in this program 
in the near future. 
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Analysis of Women in Related Fields 
One-fifth of the graduates in the study were employed in fields 
related to merchandising. Although most of the questions did not per-
tain to the jobs in which these women were employed and were therefore 
left blank, one hundred percent response was received to the question-
naire sent to these six women. A few questions were answered and from 
these a brief profile of these women was obtained. 
Two Oklahoma State University Clothing, Textiles, and Merchandis-
ing graduates for the years 1961-70 were employed with a pattern 
company. One 1968 graduate was an assistant writer and editor for an 
international pattern magazine. Her current salary was $6000 per year, 
and she had been employed for one month. The other pattern company 
employee was a 1970 graduate employed as an assistant research and 
staff writer with the technical sewing division, where there were four 
other writers, four artists, and two supervisors. She was an Apparel 
Oesign and Creat~on graduate. Her entry salary was $120 per week, but 
her current salary was $125 per week. She stated that her background 
in construction and design helped her most in her success in her job. 
Another respondent in a related field stated she had previously 
been employed in retailing. She currently was a professional fashion 
model in Texas. 
Two additional women in this group were employed by manufacturers. 
One worked in customer service and sales with an apparel manufacturer 
in ~exas. The other was in charge of promotion with a major textiles 
manufacturer. The latter had been employed for 16 months and was paid 
by a straigqt salary. 
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~he final respondent ~egan as an educational representative for a 
notions company in New jork. She had been pr~oted to a position in 
which she was in charge of consumer affairs for the West Coast division 
Qf the same company. She was a Fashion Merchand~sing graduate and had 
been employed for nearly two years. Her current salary was $6100 per 
year and was paid by a straight salary method. 
CHAP'J;'iR V 
SUMMAfW, CONCLVSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The purpose of this descriptive study was t9 identify and describe 
the job status of Clothing, Textiles, and Merchandising graduates 
employed in the field of merchandising. A preliminary inquiry was made 
to obtain the employment status of all graduates for the years 1961-70. 
The data for the main body of the stvdy were obtained by means of 
a questionnaire which was wailed to those graduates who indicated they 
were currently employed in merchandising or a related field in the fall 
of 1970. This question~aire consisted of questions related ta respon-
sibilities, inqividual job factors, and store information. Each woman 
was asked to indicate qer employing store's job title hierarchy. From 
this ~nformation, the WOlJlen were ranked as either Management Level I, 
II, or III employees. 
~escriptive analysis was employed according to management level. 
Simple numerical coxµputations and statisti~s based on percentages were 
used to interpret the data, 
Summary 
The :i;>relimina;ry findings from the study indicated only a slight 
majority of the 126 women respondiQg we~e employed. Of the employe4 
women, the majority were eiµployed in merchandising and related fields. 
Li.Li. 
Most respondents were currently married 1 living outside the state of 
Oklahoma but in the Midwest. 
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Twenty-five women composed the !;!ample providing the main body of 
data fo+ the study. These respondents, employed in Management Level I, 
!I, and III, were all fashion Merchandising graduates employed seven 
years or less. The majority worked in Midwest department stores with 
training p+ograms in which they had participated. The annual dollar 
vol\ll'!le for most of the employing stores was over $1,000,0QO. The 
average department size in which the respondents worked was over 
$500,000 per year. The total yearly earnings for the group varied with 
the largest number falling in the range of $6000-8000 per year. 
Responsibilities for the three levels involved training and super-
vision of subordinate1;1. The extent of responsibility for categories of 
duties for each, level varied .. puties involved in procurement of mer-
chandise seemed to show the greatest contrast in terms of extent of 
responsibility with Management Level I feeling the most responsibility 
for this category and Management Level III the least. Respondents also 
indicated val;'ious duties as most important to their jobs, but miscella-
neous duties ranked consistently as second in importance. All three 
levels felt full responsibility for the duties they ranked in terms of 
importance or time spent. 
Tb,e data analyzed in this study showed the three levels of manage-
ment as similar in many areas: type, location and annual dollar volume 
of employing store; method of determining bonus or commission; and 
percentage of total yearly earnings t):i.at was earned by bonus or commis-
sion .. Management Level I and II differed from Management Level III in 
that the former worked in departments with a larger dollar volume per 
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year. They also participated in training programs in their stores 
which were not available to Management Level III. Management Level I 
and II positions also involved the supervision of subordinates and had 
responsibilities in each of the eight categories of duties involved in 
the buying function, whereas Management Level III ranked their most 
important duties in only four of the eight c;ategories and were not 
involved in supervision or training of subordinates. 
Several differences were also found between Management Level I and 
Management Level II. Management Level I women indicated they spent 
more time in the supervision of subordinates, but Management Level II 
women showed they supervised a larger number of subordinates. In terms 
of responsibility, procurement of merc:handise was the full responsibil-
ity of more women in Management Level I than in Management Level II. 
Conclusions 
The foliowing conclusions were derived from the study: 
1. Better opportµn~ties for higher salaries and advancement in 
the field of merchandising seem to be found outside the state 
of Oklahoma. 
2. Job titles in stores are inconsistent. 
3. Progression on job title hierarchies in stores relies on 
length of eJDployment as does salary. 
4. Job responsibilities for categories of duties as seen by the 
three management levels are varied in terms of amount of 
responsibility and imp0rtance or time spent. 
5. Salary earned by women in merchandising in stores with a 
training program is greater than salary earned by women in 
stores without a training program. 
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Recommendations 
rhe author would suggest an in-depth study be done with a larger 
sample dealing with the responsibilities of Management Level I and II 
positions. A comparison study might be made of women employed in dif-
ferent stores to determine if responsibilities vary with place of 
employment. Another comparison might be done between male and female 
executives' responsibilities to point out any variance existing between 
the sexes. 
An additional study might deal with the elements of various store 
training programs, A comparison of the merits of these programs might 
be useful as well as the advancement'possibilities they yield to employ-
ees. 
Further studies of this type might provide valuable information to 
be used in career guidance. Such studies might investigate the job 
status of occupations not included in this study. A study relating 
employment status to various means of academic achievement would like-
wise be of use in career guidance. 
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COVER SHEET J;OR LISTING OF CLOTHING, TEX.TILES, AND 
MERCHANDISING GRADUATE$ fOR THE YEARS 1961-70 
SUB~ITTEP TO FACULTY, GRADUATE ASSISTANTS, 
ANO STUDENTS FOR ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS 
Tlw following is a listing of GTM gra.duates for the last decade. 
The latest known address of each student has been given as well as 
their home a.ddress. Your help in providing current information would 
be appreciated. 
1. Please check i.f the address is correct to your knowledge. 
z. Please add directly to this sheet any of the following 
information; 
a. married name 
b. husband's name 
c. new home address 
d; new permanent address (parents address, if single) 
e. sorority affiliation, if known 
f. place of employment 
g. address of place of employment 
Tl;i.ese lists will be collected at the staff meeting, Tuesday, 
Sept. 9. Thank you for your cooperation. 
Suzanne Gl;:"eene 
Note: This information is to be used in thesis research. 
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Name 
lf!ltt ~UIV'~ ~ 
HOM Econo.101 "lelt. 31 ~ , . 
Clclahoma !l'tat.e Ut'l!Te!"ftity 




(1181Cl8DJ Ol•rr~eaJ (Given) 
Mailing Addr•• 
~-------------------------
What is your prea9at employment llHtua? 




Eap loyed in field other than aerchaDd18iq 
·Your Poeition 
Location -
Bot eap loyid 
Year Graduated Newletter Y• RO - --
De-ar Fashion Merchandising Alumna, 
The information requested on the tear side 
of this card is needed for several research 
projects now in progress at Oklahoma State 
University. Will you please fill in the card and 
drop it in the mail by Sept. 25, 1970. The 
postage has been paid. 
This information is of particular importance 
to me as I am a CTM graduate student developing 
a thesis proposal concerning you and your job. 
Upon receipt of the completed card I WIII send 




Miss Suzanne Greene 
Home Fccnolld.cs West 31~ 
Ol<:J ahcma Stave Uni veri:d t~· 
Stillwater, Oklaho'!!!! 74'>74 






Dear C'IM Alumna, 
Miss Suzanne Greene 
Home Economics West 315 
Oklahoma State University 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 74074 
October 6, 1970 
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You have been chosen to participate in an important part of a graduate 
student's thesis--namely mine! Your opinions are needed as a part of 
my study on the job status of Oklahoma State University graduates 
employed in merchandising. Being a candidate for a master's degree 
in the Department of Clothing, Textiles, and Merchandising, I assure 
you I am looking forward to your responses. 
The enclosed questionnaire will take just a few minutes of your time, 
and I shall be most grateful to you for answering the questions and 
returning the questionnaire in the enclosed self-addressed stamped 
envelope. Please return not later than October 16, 1970. I thank 
you in advance for your help. 
Yours truly, 
/s/ Suzanne Greene 
Suzanne Greene 
Enclosure 
. NAME .._,,_.,,_..___ -~~"""!'""~- YEAR GRADUATED-----
( Given) ___,(,..,Ma,.... i..,d-en..,)l'--. - (Married) 
MAJOR SUBJECT AREA'· · Fashion Merchandising = Apparel Design & Creation Textiles - Teaching -
I. Pl.ease indioate in the appropriate column in the chart belows 
I 
A. i2!? heirarchy in the store in which you are presently employed, 
Start with the job a _person with no retailing experience would 
most likely have, · 
B. N1.111e of the store in which you hold your present po•ition and 
Yo'Ur iilOstreCeiit past position in merchandising. 
C, Dollar volume !!!£ I!!!:. of the last two departments in which you 
have worked, Record the number code 1 
•so,ooo or under • 1 $100,000 to lsoo,ooo • ) 
$SO,OOO to $100,000 = 2 $500,000 and over ~ 4 
D, Number 91 months and/SJ!. years you have held each ot your last 
t111:> pod tions • 
I 
Position A. Job Heir- B. Name ot . ' c. Dollar D. Rmber I 
aromr Store : Vol./Yr. · Mos./Yrs. 
Buver ! 
Asst. Buvsr l 
Jr. Asst. ·.' 
Head of Stock 




II, H')w are :rour · total yearly earnings paid · T· _ St~ight ·liala17 · 
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Straight commi••ion 
- Salary plus bonus or c0111111ission = OtQer (indicate)_·----
A. If a bonus ol'" crO!llld:ssion plan is used, what. method; is used to determine 
the bonus? 
Sales 
:::: Increased sales plus increased gross margin or net profit 
Total store operations 
:::: Departmental net profit atter income tax . · 
Departmental g1!oas margin (i.e. certain percentage or groH 111argin) 
- Other (indicate) · · 
B. Emnate the percentage ot your total yearly earnings that is bonu or 
c~•sion, 
_ s~ _1s~ _2s~ -t.~ _4~ 
1of, 20l" )of, "f'Vl" SvJU or more 
c. Pl.ease indi'Oi'ie the r0ii'ow.tng1 !Our presentsalary without bonu• ----
Your first merchandising salary 
after graduation · · 
III, How long have you been employed?-------
IV. Listed below are categories of duties involved in merchandising with examples 
given for· each category, Pl.eaae indicate the degree of your responsibility 
for each category of duties. 
EXTENT OF YOUR RESFcmSillltITY 
DUTIES 
A. Bl.anning and evaluating clas-
sifications--develop seasonal 
merchandise plans1 project 
seasonal sales figures, 
B. Procuring merchandise--bu;ying 
activities with resources1 es• 
tablish retail price for goods, 
c. Promoting ~..,.-schedule and 
coordinate advertising1 recommend 
local lledia. 
D. Mercha!}dising of deparbnent-
maintain effective presentation 
of merchandise. 
E. Supervising g:f. ~-- advise 
salespeople1 recommend recognition 
for perfonn.ance, 
F. Maintaining records-- keep sales 
and stock records, 
G, Maintaining ~--arrange and 
coordinate stook1 check for 
soilage, 
H, Miscellaneous-- answer and aot on 




V, List the duties you perfonn regularly in ord~r ·of :btnortanc& or time spent 
each day, A, c. E, ·--------
B, D, F •. ---------
VI, How many people do you directly su:Pervise in your present position? ---
VII. What percentage of your time is spent in training subordinates?----
W:II. What do you think has most infiuenced your success on your job? · List 
A. Personal traits•------------------------
B. Academic backgrouncl.1 ----------------------
INFORMATION ABOUT THE STORE IN WHICH YOU ARE NOW EMPLOYED 
I. Type of store t _ Specialty 
Discount 
Department = oth9r ~·indicate) ----
II. Dollar volume per years _under $500,000 
~ $500,000 to $1,000,000 
$1,000,000 and over -
III, Eltecutive training program t Yes 0 No 
A, Did you participate in this!)rogram? -=. Yee· _ No 
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B, tr .!l!?• hti:ye you ever participated in an exeo'!Jtive training prograT _Yes _No 



















JOB TITLE HIERARCHIES LISTED IN DESCENDING ORDER 
BY MANAGEMENT LEVEL I, II, AND III AS REPORTED 
BY GRADUATES CURRENTLY EMPLOYED BY EACH STORE 
Job Title Hierarchies Store 
Buyer or Department Manager Bloomingdale's 




Head of Stock 
Sales Clerk 




Head of Stock 
Sales Clerk 
General Merchandise Manager Foley's 
Branch Store Manager 
Divisional Merchandise Manager 
Branch Divisional Manager 
Buyer 
Senior Assistant 




















TABLE XIV (Continued) 
Management 
Level Job Title Hierarchies 
I Branch Store Manager 
Buyer or Department Manager 
II Assistant Buyer 
Junior Assistant 
III Sales Clerk 
I BtJ.yer 
II Assistant Buyer 
Junior Assistant 
Head of Stock 
Department Manager or 
Service Nanager 
III Sales Clerk 
I Buyer 
II Department Manager 
Assistant Buyer 
III Sales Clerk 




II Assistant Buyer 
Junior Assistant 
Head of Stock 
III Sales Clerk 
I Branch Store Manager 
Department Manager or Buyer 
II Junior Assistant 
Branch Department Manager 
Assistant Buyer 
Head of Stock 
Store 
Joslin's 
















TABLE XIV (Continued) 
Management 
Level Job Title Hierarchies 
III Sales Clerk 
I Store Manager 
Assistant Store Manager 
Sales Promotion Manager 
Division Manager 
II Assistant Division Manager 
Trainee 
Ill Sales Clerk 
I Branch Manager 
Buyer 
II Assistant Buyer 
Junior Assistant 
Department Manager 
III Sales Clerk 
I Buyer or Branch Store Manager 
II Assistant Buyer or Junior 
Assistant or Branch Depart-
ment Manager 





























PERCENTAGE OF TIME SPENT IN TRAINING SUBORDINATES 
REPORTED BY 24 MANAGEMENT LEVEL I, II, AND III 
RESPONDENTS 







NUMBER OF PEOPLE DIRECTLY SUPERVISED IN THE 
CURRENT POSITION OF 25 MANAGEMENT LEVEL 
I, II, AND III RESPONDENTS 
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Number of PeoEle Directlx SuEervised 
None 1-5 6-10 11 or More 
(N=4) (N=6) {N=8) {N=7) 
0 4 4 2 
1 1 4 5 







SYSTEMS OF PAYMENT OF TOTAL YEARLY EARNINGS REPORTED BY 
25 MANAGEMENT LEVEL I~ II, AND III RESPONDENTS 
Systems of Payment 
Salary Plus Bonus 


















METHODS USED TO DETERMINE BONUS OR COMMISSION REPORTED 
BY 10 MANAGEMENT LEVEL I, II~ AND III RESPONDENTS 
Methods Used To Determine Bonus or Commission 
Increased Sales and Total Store Department Gross 
Increased Gross Margin Operations Margin 
(N=4) (N=2) (N=l) 
3 2 0 
1 0 0 














PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL YEARLY EARNINGS THAT 
IS BONUS OR COMMISSION REPORTED BY 6 
MANAGEMENT LEVEL I, II, AND III 
RESPONDENTS 
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Percentage of Total Yearly Earnings 
That Is Bonus or Commission 
1-10% 10-20% 20% or More 
(N=2) (N=2) (N=2) 
1 1 2 
0 1 0 







ENTRY AND CURRENT MERCHANDISING SAIARY RANGE WITHOUT BONUS 
OR COMMISSION REPORTED BY 21 RESPONDENTS EMPLOYED IN 
MANAGEMENT LEVEL I, II, AND III POSITIONS 
Salar~ Range in Thousands of Dollars 
.. Entr~ Merchandising Salar~ Current Merchandising Salar~ 
Under 4 4-6 6-8 8-10 Under 4 4-6 6-8 8-10 10-12 
(N=6) (N=7) (N=7) (N=l) (N=3) (N=4) (N=6) (N=3) (N=4) 
3 5 0 1 0 3 1 1 3 
1 1 7 0 1 0 5 2 1 













LENGTH OF EMPLOYMENT IN YEARS REPORTED BY 
25 MANAGEMENT LEVEL I, II, AND III 
RESPONDENTS 
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Lensth of EmElo~ent in Years 
Less Than One One to Three Three or More 
(N=8) (N=lO) (N=7) 
1 3 6 
3 7 1 












LENGTH OF EMPLOYMENT IN YEARS REPORTED BY 25 MANAGEMENT 
LEVEL I, II, AND III RESPONDENTS BY YEAR OF GRADUATION 
Length of EmElOX!!!ent in Years 














RANGE OF DOLLAR VOLUME PER YEAR OF DEPARTMENT 
IN WHICH 2~ MANAGE;MENT LEVEL I, II, AND lII 




Range of Dollar Volume I II 
Per Year of Department (N=lO) (N=lO) 
$50,000 and under 3 1 
$50,000 to $100,000 1 2 
$100,000 to $500,000 2 1 
$500,000 and over 4 6 
TABLE XXIV 
TYPE OF S~ORE IN WHICH 25 MANAGEMENT LEVEL 
I, II, AND III RESPONDEN'l:'S ARE EMPLOYED 
'.!XEe of Store 
Management Specialty Discount 
Level (N;::o8) (N=l) 
I 4 0 
II 3 0 























DOLLAR VOLUME PER YEAR OF STORES EMPLOYING 25 
MANAGEMENT LEVEt. I, l;I, AND III RESPONDENTS 
Dollar Volume Per Year 
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AVAILABILITY O;F AND PARTICIPATION IN EXECUTIVE 
TRAINING PROGRAM OF 2~ MANAGE~NT LEVEL 
I, II, ANP Ill RESPONDENTS 





AvaUable in Participation in Participation 
Em;e lo~ing S.tor e .Em~ lo~ing . Store In Another Store 
Yes No Yes No Yes 
(N""18) (N""7) (N""l4) (N""2) (N•3) 
7 3 5 1 l 
10 1 9 0 1 
l 3 0 1 1 
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